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Description
Imagine a site where users can register themselves, and select to be just simple registered users, or to join "Comission A" in addition.

Group "Registered" has tracker 1 linked to it, and set to request some fields from it at registration time.
Group "Comission A" has tracker 2 linked to it, and set to request some fields from it at registration time.

And imagine that we want to allow the users initially registered just to "Registered" group, can join themselves the group "Comission A" later on, if they wish. We could use the SUBSCRIBEGROUP plugin for that (nice plugin!)

However, when user clicks on the "subscribe" button, he/she is not requested to fill in the tracker item needed to join that group, but nothing else and sees the same wiki page instead.
For consistency, that user should be directed to the tracker item insertion for that tracker2, so that all users from that group have filled the required fields, agreements (on checkboxes), etc.

Solution
For consistency, that user should be directed to the tracker item insertion for that tracker2, so that all users from that group have filled the required fields, agreements (on checkboxes), etc.
Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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Comments

rodrigososa 26 Mar 11 21:31 GMT-0000

Is this feature instrumented in tiki 6.2?

or

Is there any way to instrument the same?

I was looking for something like this.
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